
In these uncertain times, we understand you are faced with unique challenges when it comes to maintaining – let alone 
enhancing – your sites, equipment, and workforce. Emerson offers a variety of remote and virtual project service capabilities 
that can help you.

Virtual Remote Walkdown Service includes the following activities and more:

 � Document all DCS/PLC/SIS system cabinets, MCCs, marshalling cabinets, field junction boxes, servers, control rooms, 
engineering areas, and system interfaces (including PLC’s, drives, historians, and reporting and business systems).

 � Assess the condition of the field wiring and system environments

 � Review network infrastructure and connectivity between systems and locations

 � Review the power systems, UPS, and available space for new equipment

 � Evaluate marshalling philosophies and hazardous areas reviews

 � Obtain the necessary system graphics screen prints, system documentation, and configuration database backups 

Experience the following benefits:

 � Review wiring options (re-wiring, re-locating, FlexConnect™ wiring Solutions) for cutover points

 � Evaluate and recommend locations for new DCS/SIS equipment

 � Review control room layout and operator efficiency improvements

 � Identify changes in operator graphic technologies and alarm rationalization opportunities

 � Document the configuration and identify the effort and opportunities for improvement around regulatory  
and advanced control

 � Enable your capital project planning to continue to progress, despite short-term business interruptions

All this can be done remotely, with local personnel utilizing Zone 2 tablets capturing pictures/video of equipment,  
remotely connecting to Emerson’s modernization experts, and by transmitting electronic documentation as needed.
Emerson is able to send equipment to site as needed to support these activities.

For more information, contact your local Emerson Sales Office or visit www.emerson.com/modernization
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